
TENOR.

1680. Februafry 1.

MR. WILLIAM BAILLrE, Advocate, against MR. ROBERT PITILLOCK.

The Lords found a sufficient adminicle to make up a disposition in an action
for proving the tenor of it, that the granter of it had subscribfd as witness in a
disposition of reversion of the same lands, narrating his own disposition, now
questioned by his heir; but this the Lords conjoined with the testimonies of the
witnesses who saw and read the same disposition.

Fountainhall MS.

1681. Janurry 13. CALDERWOOD against COURTIE.

Courtie having trusted a bond to Calderwood, he pursued him for delivery of
the bond, or the sum therein mentioned, and obtained decree; which being sus-
pended, and it being alleged, that the bond was lost in a process among the Clerks,
the Lords allowed the tenor to be proved incidenter in this process; which was
accordingly proved by the oaths of the Ordinary, who perused the bond in pro-
cess, and heard the cause, and by the advocates and Clerks; and accordingly a
decree of tenor was extracted; but the next day a bill was given in for recalling
of the decree, because the tenor did not express the writer of the bond, and the
witnesses inserted, so it would be found null by the act of Parliament, " requiring
the designation of the writer and witnesses," and because the mean of improbation
is thereby wanting; and albeit it had been proved who were the writer and witnesses
specifically designed, yet if the witnesses were called they could not astruct the
bond, unless they saw the subscription in the principal bond, which neither extract
nor tenor could supply; for it cannot be presumed that witnesses can remember
what writs they subscribe to; and therefore the style of tenors is not only, " that
there was such a writ, and how it was lost," but " that the matter contained in it
was truly done;" for though, by our law, delivery of money, or other deeds of
importance, where writ uses to be adhibited, is not proveable by witnesses, yet it
hath this necessary exception, that if writ was once adhibited, and by accident
lost, witnesses may prove that there was such a writ; but it must also be proved,
that the contents.of the writ were truly so done; .otherwise, that great security
of the lieges would be evacuated, by forging false writs, and pretending them to
be lost, when truly they are destroyed by the forgers or users; and so proving.
the tenor, that there were such a writ, there were no remeed to redargue it; and
therefore law doth necessarily require that the contents of the writ must also be
proved, as the delivery of the money, or the like; and therefore rei gesta Veritas
must also be libelled and proved. It was answered, That these grounds cannot
hold in this case, where the principal bond was produced, and a dispute thereon,
without any suspicion or pretence of falsehood, and the same proved by the oath
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Consequence
of the cir-
cumstance,
that there
was no proof
who were the
writer and
witnesses.
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